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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall work in N-dimensional Euclidean space, EN, N 3 3, and shall 
use the followmg notation: x = (x1 ,..., xN) and B(x, r) = open ball with 
center x and radius Y. Q will denote a fixed ball of the form B(0, r’), 
0 < Y’ < 1, and 1 E ( will denote the N-dimensional Lebesgue measure of E. 
A N--2+n(E) will denote the Hausdorff measure of E of order N - 2 + 01 
where 0 < 01 < 1. 
A function u defined in a neighborhood of the point x will be said to be in 
tB(x), 0 < /3, if u is in L1 in this neighborhood and if there is a polynomial 
P(y) of degree G/3 such that 
rN 
s I 4x + Y) - fYY)l dY = OP”) 
as r-+0. (1.1) 
B(0.r) 
For u m ta(x), 
P(Y) = Yo + f YJYJ + 2-l f YJkYjYk 7 
J=l 3,h=1 
with ‘y,lz = yk, and we define the generalized partial derivatives D+(x), 
&44 to be yJ , ~,k , respectively. Also we redefine u at X, if necessary, so 
that U(X) = y. . 
We shall say u is in C?(Q), 0 < 01 < 1, if there is a constant K such that 
/ u(x’) - u(G)/ < k-1 9 - x2 /a for 9 and x2 in Q. 
* The research of the second author was sponsored by the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace Research, United States An Force, under 
AFOSR Grant No. AF-AFOSR 69-1689. The United States Government is authorized 
to reproduce and distribute reprmts for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any 
copyright notation hereon. 
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Throughout (that is, except for the Appendix to this paper, namely, 
Section 5), we shall consider second-order uniformly elliptic partial differential 
operators in Q of the form 
2 = g a3k(4 wx3 ax, + f b,(x) a/ax, +C(X), 
j,k=l 3=1 
(1.2) 
where ujk (=ukJ is in C2+*@2), b, is in C1+6(s2) and c is in P(Q) with 
0 < 6 < 1, and where, as usual, “3 is uniformly elliptic in sz” means there 
is a constant K > 0 such that xck=, a,,J,ek > KI e I2 for all 5 and for x in 9. 
[By “Use is in C2+6(Q),” we mean, of course, that each second-order partial 
derivative of ujk: exists and is in P(Q). A similar remark holds for “b, in 
cl+yQ)“.] 
We shall say u is a pointwise solution of 3~ = 0 at the point x0 if u is in 
t,(xO) and if 
3,gl a,k(xo) D>k”(xo) + zl h@) D,u(xo) + dxo> +“> = O. 
We shall say that an F,-set E contained in D is a removable set for the class 
C(Q), 0 < 01 < 1, pointwise with respect to the equation DEpu = 0 if the 
following prevails: 
If u m C?(Q) satisfies L%‘u(x) = 0 pointwise for x in Sz - E, 
then all the second-order partial derivatives of u exist and are 
continuous in D and u is a classical solution of P’u(x) = 0 
for x in Q. (1.3) 
We intend to establish the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let Sz be the ball B(0, r’), 0 < r’ < 1, and let 2 be given 
by (1.2). A sz@cient condition that an F,-set E contained in .Q be a removable 
set for the class P(Q), 0 < 01 < 1, pointwise with respect to the equation 
9u = 0 is that ANe2+,(E) = 0. If C(X) < 0 in 52, then the condition 
A N--2+u(E) = 0 is also necessary. 
The main idea to be used in proving the sufficiency of the above theorem 
is to utilize Carleson’s result [2, p. 911 in conjunction with some techniques 
in the theory of multiple trigonometric series. For other results along the 
lines of Theorems 1 and 2 (see Section 5 below) we refer the reader 
to [6]. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
To establish the various lemmas involvmg the theory of multrple trigono- 
metric we shall use the followmg notation: 
TN = {x : --li < x3 < r,J = I,.. ,lv); 
m will designate an mtegral lattice point; for a functionfmLr( T,V) we shall set 
Given f in L1( TN) we shall say f 1s extended by perrodlcrty to all of E,,, rf f 
1s defined in all of EN and is perrodic of period 297 in each variable. (In general, 
periodic will mean periodic of period 27r in each varrable, and f in C’-‘fi(1:,) 
will mean f is periodic and in Cj+fl(E,,,), where j is a nonnegative integer and 
0 < /3 < 1.) By A(f, x, t), t > 0, we shall denote the Abel sum off; so that 
where 1 m / = (ml2 + . + m,VJ)1!2. 
From [12, p. 1181 and from [lo, pp. 55-561 we observe that the following 
lemma holds: 
LEMMA 1. Let f be in Ll(T,) and extended by perzodzcity to all of EN , 
and let A(f, x, t) be gzven by (2.1). Supp ose f is in t,(x”) and also contznuous in a 
neighborhood of x0. Then for j, k = I,..., N, 
and 
!p$ A(f, x0, t) L- f(d)). 
Next, if f IS m Ll in a neighborhood of x0, we set 
.fh(x) = I qo, h)l-l J,,, h) f (x -t Y) dY (2.2) 
for h sufficiently small and posmve, and define the upper generalized Laplaclan 
off at ~0, designated by d *f (ti), as follows: 
d*f (x”) = lun+;up 2(N + 2)[fh(xo) -f (x”)]/h3. (2.3) 
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We designate the lower generalized Laplacian off at x0 by d J(x”) and define 
it in a similar manner using the lim inf,,, in (2.3). 
Using generalized Laplacians in conjunction with Carleson’s Theorem 
[2, p. 911, we next establish the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let f be in L1( TN) and extended by periodzcity to all of EN , and 
let E be a closed set contained in Q with the property that A,-,+,(E) = 0, 
0 < CY < 1. Suppose furthermore that 
(I) f is in Cm(Q), 
(ii) lim,,, AA(f, x, t) = 0 almost everywhere in 0 - E, 
(in) hm sup,,, 1 AA(f, x, t)i < 00 in D - E. 
Then f is harmonic in Q. 
To establish the lemma, we set 
and 
g*(x) = lly+gup AA(f, x, t) 
g*(x) = lim+;nf AA(f, x, t). 
Then from [lo, p. 661, we have in 52 - E that 
g*(x) < A*f (x) 
and 
g*(x) 3 A,fW 
(2.4) 
V-5) 
It follows from (ii) above that g*(x) = g*(x) = 0 almost everywhere in 
Q - E. It follows from (iii) above that g*(x) and g*(x) are finite in Sz - E. 
We conclude therefore from (i), (2.4), (2.Q and [ll, Lemma 51 that f is 
harmonic in Sz - E and consequently from (i) above and Carleson’s theorem 
that f is harmonic in 52. 
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 2 (and Lemma 1) we have the 
following lemma, the proof of which we leave to the reader. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be in Ll(T,) and extended by periodicity to all of EN , 
and let E be a closed set contained in Q with the property that A,-,+,(E) = 0, 
0 < 01 < 1. Suppose furthermore that 
(i) f is in P(Q), 
(ii) lim,,, AA(f, x, t) = ,6 in Q - E where fi is a constant. 
Then, lim,,, AA(f, x, t) = 6 for x in Q. 
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Next, for t > 0, we introduce the functions 
ffo(x, t) = c ezbn,r)-lmlfl m j-2 
mf0 
and, for-j = l,..., N, 
wx, 9 = c ,m~)-lw(iq) 1 m, p-2 
rn#O 
and observe from [lo, pp. 72-731 that, for j = 0, l,..., N, 
is finite valued for x in EN - u,, (2mn) and in D(T,-). It follows from 
[lo, pp. 72-731 that H,(x) is harmonic in EN- U,{~TWZ) for j = l,..., N 
and also that H,(x) - / x j2/2N is harmonic in this same domain. 
Likewise, it follows from [lo, pp. 72-731 that Hj”(m) = im,l m 1-2 
for m # 0 and H,“(O) = 0 for j = 1,. . . , N, and that H,“(m) = 1 m l-2 for 
m # 0 and HoA = 0. 
Using these functions, we next generalize Carleson’s result to relatively 
closed sets. 
LEMMA 4. Let E be relatively closed in Sz with A,-,+,(E) = 0, 0 < 01 < 1. 
Suppose that f is in P(Q) and harmonic in D - E. Then f is harmonic in Q. 
We recall that Q is a ball of the form B(0, r’), 0 < r’ < 1. Let r. and rl 
be such that 0 < r. < rl < r’. The lemma will be established if we can show 
f is harmonic B(0, ro). (2.6) 
To establish (2.6) we set F = B(O, rJ n E (where i!? designates the closure 
of B), and we let A(x) designate a periodic P-function which is one in B(0, ro) 
and zero in TN - B(0, ri). Next, we set g(x) = h(x)f (x) in D and =0 in 
TN - Q, and then we extendg(x) by periodicity to all of EN . 
We observe that g(x) is in C”(T, - F) and that 
44 = 2 % [fq4le, - f 64 44 
3=1 
for x in B(0, rl) - F and also in TN - B(O, rl) (where fAe, and fAh are under- 
stood to be zero in TN - Sz). Consequently, 
$+T A&, x, t) - 2 f [A(fbl 9 x, 910, + 4fAh x, tl/ = 0 I a=1 
forxin TN-F. (2.7) 
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Next, we let G(x) be the periodic function whose Fourier coefficients are 
defined as follows: 
GA(O) = 0, (24 
- (fLlh)^(m) 1 m I-2 for m # 0. 
Since H,(X) is in U(TN) for J = 0, l,..., N and (f&.)(x) and (fitA) are in 
C~(T,) forj = l,..., N, it follows from (2.8) that 
G(x) is in C*(Q) (2.9) 
and from (2.7), (2.8) and Lemma 1 that 
1:~ dA(G, X, t) = -(fAX)A(0) m i2 -F. (2.10) 
But then It follows from (2.9), (2.10) and Lemma 3 that 
lpy AA(G, x, t) = -(fOX)^(O) for x in Q. (2.11) 
However, since X(X) = 1 for x in B(0, rO), it follows from Lemma 1 that 
(2.12) 
and 
for x in B(0, rO). 
Consequently, it follows from (2.8), (2.1 l), and (2.12) that 
1~2 dA(G, X, t) = 1~2 dA(g, X, t) - (fAX)A(0) for x in B(0, rO). (2.13) 
We conclude from (2.11) and (2.13) that 
lkk dA(g, X, t) = 0 for x in B(0, rO). (2.14) 
But then by Lemma 2, g is harmonic in B(0, rs). However g(x) = f(x) 
in B(0, rO). Therefore, (2.6) is established, and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
Next, we establish the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 5. Let f and E meet the conditions in the hypothesis of Lemma 2 
except hat E now is only assumed to be an F,-set. Then the conclusion of Lemma 2 
holds, namely f is harmonic in &I!. 
To prove the lemma, we set 
F* = {x : x in s;! and f is harmonic in a neighborhood of x> 
and define F = Q - F*. Clearly, 
F is a relatively closed set in J2. (2.15) 
The lemma wrll be established if we show that 
F is the empty set. (2.16) 
To show that (2.16) does hold, we define 
F, - {x : x in Q and / dA(f, X, t)l < j for 0 < t <j-l}. 
Clearly, 
F, is relatively closed in .Q for-j = 1, 2 ,... . (2.17) 
From condrtion (Iii) m the hypothesis of the lemma, it follows that 
Q-ECfiF,. (2.18) 
I=1 
Smce E is an F,,-set contained in Q, 
E= fiE3. (2.19) 
I=1 
where forj = 1,2,..., 
EJ is a closed set contained in Q (2.20) 
and 
fl,,-,+,(E’) = 0. 
The fact that F C Sz in coqunction with (2.18) and (2.19) implies that 
F = (pn q u pnq. (2.21) 
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It follows from (2.15), (2.21), and the Ban-e category theorem, [9, p. 541, 
that if F is not empty, there is an open ball B C Q such that 
BnFfO (2.22) 
and aj,, such that either EJO or F,, is dense in B n F. But then it follows from 
(2.17) and (2.20) that either 
(1) BnFCE’O or (11) B n F C F,, . (2.23) 
If (2.23)(r) holds, then from (2.20) we have that A,-,+,(B n F) = 0, and 
we conclude from Lemma 4 thatfis harmonic in B. But this is a contradiction 
to (2.22). Consequently, if F is nonempty (2.23)(ii) must hold. But then it 
follows from the definition of F and FJ, and from Lemma 1 that 
From conditions (i) and (ii) in the hypothesis of the lemma, we have thatf is 
in P(B) and lim,,, dA(f, x, t) = 0 1 a most everywhere in B. We conclude 
from these two facts and (2.24) (and L emma 2 say) that f is harmonic in B. 
But this also is a contradiction to (2.22), and we have that F must indeed be 
empty. (2.16) is therefore established, and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Next, we state Lemma 6 and observe that its proof is the same as the 
two-dimensional proof given in [13, Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 6. Let f be in U(T,) and extended by periodicity to all of EN . 
Furthermore suppose that f is harmonic in Q. Then 
py dA(f, x, t) = 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of 52. 
Next, we state as a lemma a familiar fact [3, p. 3351 concerning interior 
Schauder estimates. 
LEMMA 7. Let 
2 = f ajk(x) a2/8x3 ax, + f b,(x) a/ax, + c(x) 
j,k=l 3=1 
be an elptic operator deJined in B(0, I), and suppose there is a constant KI such 
that C,,k=l a,k(x)&[k > KJ 5 j2 for x in B(0, 1) and all [. Also, suppose 
there is a constant K, such that / a,,(x)l, 1 b,(x)], and 1 c(x)1 are all <K, for 
x in B(0, 1) and there is a constant /I, 0 < B < 1, such that j ajk(xl) - a,,(x2)],. 
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j b,(xl) - b,(x2)l, and 1 c(x’) - c(x”)/ are all <K,I x1 - x2 10 for x1 and x2 
in B(0, 1). Then there exists a constant K depending only on Kl , K, , and /3 
such that ifu is zn C”+e[B(O, I)] and Su(x) = 0 in B(0, l), thenforj = I,..., N, 
Using Lemma 7, we shall estabhsh the following lemma (see [4, Lemma 41 
for a similar situatron). 
LEMMA 8. Let 
be an elliptic operator dejined in B(0, r,), 0 < r1 < 1. Suppose there is a 
constant Kl such that xcLzl aJk(x)[JK > KII 5 I2 for x in B(0, rJ. Also, 
suppose there is a constant K, such that I u,~(x)~, / b,(x)l, and 1 c(x)1 are all 
<K, for x in B(0, rl) and there z’s a constant 8, 0 < /3 < 1, such that 
j a,,(xl) - u~~(x~)~, / &(x1) - b,(x2)l, and j c(xl) - c(x2)l areall <K,I x1 - x2 [e 
for x1 and x2 in B(0, rl) and j, k = l,..., N. Then there exists a constant K 
such that if u is in C2+e[B(g, p)] w h ere B(z, p) C B(0, rl) and .Zu(x) = 0 in 
W, P>, 
forj = I,..., N. 
We emphasize m the above that K IS independent of x and p. 
To establish Lemma 8, we define a new function G and a new operator 2 
m B(0, 1) as follows: 
(a) For y in B(O, l), UY), kv), and Z(y) equal a&), b,(x), and c(x), 
respectively, where x = x + py. 
(b) For g m C2[B(0, l)], 
e3Y) = ,g=, &c(Y) a2g(YPY, aY’k + Lg P&(Y) %(YWY, + P2c"(Y) g(y). 
(c) G(y) = U(X) where x - x = py. 
We observe that 
,& 44~) 53&. 2 KI I 5 I2 for y m B(0, 1). 
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Therefore in Lemma 7 (where we replace everything with NS), we can take 
I?r = Kr . Likewise for y1 and y2 m B(0, I), 
I &,k(yl) - a”,k(Y”)l < K2I x1 - x2 I6 < K2PSl Y1 - Y2 I6 
< & y1 - Y2 1s; 
I PUYl) - PUY2)l d K21Y1 - Y2 IT 
] p%?(yl) - pT(y2)l < K,l yl - y2 18. 
Also, I Z,,(y)l, ) ~6~(y)j, 1 p22(y)l < K2 for y in B(0, 1). Therefore we can 
take x2 = K, in Lemma 7. 
Clearly, a21(y)/8y, ay, = p2 iY2u(x)/i?x, axk, i%i(y)/Jy, = p &(x)/8x,; so 
that u’(y) is in C2+a[B(0, l)] and also ??‘l(y) = 0 in B(0, 1). We consequently 
conclude from Lemma 7, since I?r and E2 are independent of 5 and p, that 
there is a constant K such that 
/ %,W G K fjle I ~~YII (2.25) 
for j = l,..., N. Smce j u,,(O)l = I u,,(~)(p, the conclusion to the lemma 
follows immediately from (2.25) and the definition of G(y). 
3. PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENCY CONDITION OF THE THEOREM 
We recall that Q is a ball of the form B(0, r’), 0 < r’ < 1. Let r,, and rk 
be such that 0 < Y,, < rr < r’. The sufficiency condition of the theorem 
will be estabhshed if we can show that 
All the partial derivatives of order-two of u exist and are 
continuous in B(0, Y,,), and, furthermore, JZ’u(x) = 0 in the (3.1) 
classical sense for x in B(0, rJ. 
To establish (3.1) we let h(x) designate a periodic P-function which is 
one in B(0, rO) and zero in TN - B(0, rJ. We set 
u’(x) = h(x) u(x) for x in Q 
=o for xin TN-Q 
(3.2) 
and then extend U’(X) by periodicity to all of EN . 
Also we shall interpret the products zl’ujk:, u’(D,u,& u’(D,a,,), u’b, , 
u’(D~~uJ, zJ(D3b3), and u‘c as being defined and periodic in all of EN with 
the first four in F(T,), the last three m Cmin(a**)(TN) and all seven zero 
in TN-Q. 
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Furthermore, since a,, is m C 2+6(Q), it is an easy matter to check that if U’ 
IS in t,(xO) for an x0 m Q, then the product da,, is in t,(xO) and each of the 
generalized partial derivatrves of da,, obey the usual rule with respect to 
differentiating products. Since b, , D,alL , and D,a,, are in C1+s(sZ) a similar * 
remark holds for t,(xO) and the products u’b, , d(Dja,,), and u’(D,a,,). Also 
we observe that if z, IS m C2(.Q), then 
and 
a,,D,,v = %(a,& - D,WG,d - WvD& + vDJLa,k 
(3.3) 
b,D,v = D,(b,v) - vD,b, . 
We conclude from the above remarks, Lemma 1 and the hypothesis of the 
theorem, that if x is in B(0, yo) - E, 
- im,(u’Dna,,)A(m) - im,(u’D,a,$(m) + (u’&.a,k)A(m)l (3.4) 
For every integral lattice point m, set 
Then 
?m = sum in braces in (3.4). (3.5) 
I;+? C 7@(m~z)-lWt = 0 for x: in B(0, ro) - E. (3.6) 
??I 
Next, we observe from the propertres of H3(x), j = I,..., N (see the 
paragraphs preceding Lemma 4), that 
mso im,(dDka,k)A(m) /m 1-2 ez(m*z) 
and 
?zo imK(u’D3a,k)A(m) 1 m [-2 ez(m*r) (3.7) 
are the Fourier series of functions in C?( TN) for j, k = I,..., N. From the 
properties of Ho(x), we observe that 
mZ,o (cu’)A(m) I m 1-2 ez(m*r), 
c (u’D,b,)^(m) / m /-2 el(m*X), 
Wl # 0 
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and 
are the Fourier series of functions in C&( TN) for j, k = l,..., N. 
Next observing that for j # k, X,X, is a spherical harmoruc, we conclude 
from [l, p. 2621 that 
C m,m,(~,,u’)~(m) ez(m*s) j m /-2 
vi # 0 
(3.9) 
is the Fourier series of a function in C=( TN) for j, k = 1,. .., N, j # k. 
Next, we observe that 
N C m,2(u,ku’)A(m) ezcmJ) / m /-2 == C (u,ku’)A(m) ez(m,O) 
mf0 mzo 
(3.10) 
+ C (U,ku’)A(m)[(N - 1) m,2 - (1 m I2 - mj2)] 1 m /--z ez(m~r). 
rn#O 
But (N - 1)~~~ - (I x I2 - x,“) is a spherical harmonic, and we conclude 
from [l, p. 2621 and (3.10) that 
2, m,2(u,kd)A(m) ea(m,a) j m 1-2 
is the Fourier series of a function in @(TN) for j = 1,. . . , N. 
We therefore conclude from (3.4), (3.5), (3.7)-(3.9), and (3.11) that 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
is the Fourier of a function m P(T,,,). Call this functionf,(x). 
Let h,(x) be a periodic P-function which is one in B(0, ro) and zero in 
TN - B(0, rl). Set 
f2(x) = X2(x)~ol x 12/2N for x m TN (3.13) 
and define fi(x) throughout EN by periodicity. 
Define 
f(x) = fi(x) + f2(x) for x in E,,, . 
Then it follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that 
f is in Cm(TN). 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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From (3.6) and (3.12), we have 
‘,‘y d&f, , 2, t) = -170 for x m B(0, ro) - E. 
From (3.13) we have 
1i-y OA(.fz. , x, t) = 70 uniformly for x in B(0, ro). 
We conclude from (3.14), (3.16), and (3.17) that 
hi dA(f, x, t) = 0 for x in B(0, ro) - E. 
But then it follows from (3.15), (3.18) and Lemma 5 that 
f is harmonic in B(0, ro). 





uniformly on compact subsets of B(0, ro), and consequently from (3.12) that 
1,1-j C se L(m.z)-lmlt = 0 (3.20) 
uniformly on compact subsets of B(0, ro). 
For t > 0, set 
7(x, t) = 2 yme*(m,z)--14t, (3.21) 
and let 4(x) be a function m class P[B(O, ro)] having compact support in 
B(0, ro). It follows from (3.20) and (3.21) that 
(3.22) 
On the other hand, we observe from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.21) that for t > 0 
(3.23) 
-t f [D,A(u’b, ) x, t) - A(u’Qb, ) x3 41 3=1 
+ A(cu’, x, t). 
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Now observing that 
J Qh4U’%k , B(0.T”) 
x, t) 4(x) dx = j 
E(O,l,,) 
and that 
&‘a,, , 3~7 t) b&4 dx 
~‘(4 ~&4 h,W dx, 
with correspondmg remarks holdmg for the other terms on the right-hand 
side of (3.23), we conclude from (3.22) and (3.23) that 
J B(O,V,,) 
u’(x) U*cj(x) dx = 0, (3.24) 
where LZ* designates the usual adjoint for the operator 9 given m (1.2). 
But U’(X) = U(X) for x in B(0, lo). Therefore we have from (3.24) that for 
all functions 4 in P[B(O, ro)] having compact support m B(0, ro) 
J 
u(x) L?*+(x) dx = 0. (3.25) 
B(O,r”) 
(3.26) Remark. We point out at this juncture that (3.25) has been 
established wrthout using the elliptrcity properties of P’. Consequently we 
have established Theorem 2 stated in Section 5. 
Continuing from (3.25), we observe that 
9* = 5 U3k(X) ayax, ax, + f b,*(x) a/ax, + c*(x), 
I,h=l J=l 
(3.27) 
where P* is uniformly elliptic in Q, u31c is, as before, in C’s+“(Q), b,* IS in 
C’+“(Q), and c* is in P(Q), where 0 < 6 < 1. We let LZr* be the operator 
designated by the first two sums on the right-hand side of the equality in 
(3.27) [i.e., so that LY* = LYr* + c*(x)], and we set f(z) = -c*(x)u(x). 
We obtain, therefore, from (3.25) that 
s B(o T )u(x) pl*4(x, dx =j,, T)&) 964 dx (3.28) * 0 . 0 
for all functions 4 m P[B(O, ro)] h avm compact support in B(0, ro). But ’ g 
LJ is in Cminca~*)[B(O, r,)], and we conclude from the classical lemma of 
Weyl [7, p. 1991, that all the partial derivatives of u of order-two exist and are 
continuous in B(0, ro). 
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This last fact, coupled with the fact that SU(X) = 0 pointwise for x in 
B(0, ra) - E implies that Zu = 0 m the classical sense everywhere in B(0, rs). 
Therefore (3.1) IS established, and the proof of the sufficiency condition of 
Theorem I is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THE NECESSARY CONDITION OF THEOREM 1 
With 52 = B(0, r’), 0 < r’ < 1, we let E be a closed set contained in .Q 
where A,-,+,(E) > 0, 0 < 01 < 1. Also, with no loss in generality we can 
suppose that E is of N-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero and that 
E C B(x”, ro) where B(xO, Go) C f2. (4.1) 
By assumption, 2, given by (1.2), is uniformly elliptic in D with u,~ in 
Cz+8(Q), b, in C 1+6 Q , and c in P(O) with c < 0. As is well known (see, for ( ) 
example, [5, p. lo] and [8, p. 75]), with Q* = B(0, r*), 0 < r’ < r* < 1, 
we can define a 3k , b, , and c in Q* - Q so that 2 remains uniformly elliptic 
in Q* and so that a$, is in C2+6(Q*), b, is in C1+6(Q*), and c is in P(Q*) with 
c < 0 in Q*. With this done, we then choose r, so that 
0 < r’ < rl < Y* < 1, (4.2) 
and we let Q, = B(0, rJ. 
Next, we choose the Green’s function F(x, y) for our operator 9 with 
respect to Dr (= closure of fir), and we see from [S, pp. 17-791 that in 
particular F(x, y) has the following properties: 
F(x, y) is jointly continuous in Qr X Qr - {(x, y) : x = y>. (4.3) 
All the partial derivatives of order-two of F(x, y) with respect 
to x exist and are continuous in Q, - y for each y in QI , and (4.4) 
LZF(x, y) = 0 for x in Sz, - y. 
F(x, y) is continuous on Gr - y with respect to x for each 
yinQr,andF(x,y)=Oforxin~Q,andyinQr. (4.5) 
There exists a constant y such that 
I F(x> r>l G A x - Y l2-N (4.6) 
for (x,y) in r;;! X Q - {(x,y) :x =y}. 
For each ya in E, there exists a ball B(yO, Y) C Q such that 
F(x, y”)l x - y” ]N-2 has a positive lower bound for x in B(yO, Y). (4.7) 
Since L&,-~+~(E) > 0, it follows from [2, p. 911 that there is a distribution h 
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of unit mass on E (i.e., a nonnegative Bore1 measure having its support on E) 
and a constant c1 such that 
p.,(B) < c1+-2+a (4.8) 
for all N-balls B of radius r. 
Smce pl(E) = 1, it follows from (4.3) and (4.7) that there exists a y” in E, 
an x* in Q - E, and an y2 > 0 such that pr[B(yO, r2) n E] > 0 and F(x*, y) 
has a positrve lower bound as a function of y in B(yO, ra). Define 
p(S) = pi[B(yO, rs) n S] for all Bore1 sets S. 
Then p also is a distribution of positive mass on E. 
We define 
(4.9) 
44 = J/(x, Y) MY) for x in Qn, - E (4.10) 
and observe from (4.1)-(4.6) that there is a constant yr such that 
I F(x, Y)l < KI x - Y PN (4.11) 
for x m a, - E and y m E. 
Defining 
u(x) = 0 for x in &Q, , (4.12) 
we see from (4.3), (4.5), (4.10), and (4.11) that 
u(x) is continuous in Qi - E. (4.13) 
Also, it follows (4.3), (4.4), (4.13), Fubini’s theorem, Weyl’s lemma, and 
the lemma to Weyl’s lemma [7, pp. 199-2001 that 
All the second-order partial derivatives of u exist and are 
continuous in QR, - E, and LZu(x) = 0 in Q, - E. (4.14) 
If we can show that there is a constant c2 such that 
1 u(x’) - 24(x”)/ < c21 x1 - x2 Ia (4.15) 
for x1 and x2 in Q - E the proof of the necessary condition will be complete. 
For using the method of Cauchy sequences it will follow from (4.15) that u 
can be defined at the points of E so that it is in C*(Q). If E were a removable 
set for the class C?(Q) with respect to the equation Yu = 0, it would follow 
from (1.3) and (4.12)-(4.14) that II is in C(oi), that u = 0 on the &$, that 
u is continuously twice differentiable in Qn, , and that YZJ = 0 classically in Q1 . 
505/1 I/3-9 
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But then by the maxrmum principle u would have to be identically zero in 
Qr . However, it follows from our choice of p [see (4.9)] that 
that p[E - E n B(y”, ra)] = 0, and that there IS an x* m Q and a ya > 0 
such that F(z*, y) 3 ys for y m B(y”, ra). Consequently 
z@*> = jEF(x*, Y> 4-4~) 3 ~~0’ n WY’, 4 > 0, 
and we have a contradiction to the fact that u is identically zero in Qr . 
To establish (4.15), we observe from (4.1), (4.2) and (4.14) that smce E is 
contained in the interior of B(x”, ro), U(X) is in class C2 in the closure of 
Q - B(x”, ro). Consequently in order to estabhsh (4.14), it is sufficient to 
show the followmg: 
there is a constant cs such that 
I 44 - 4x2)1 
for x1 and x2 in &x0, ro) - E. 
< c,l x1 - x2 la (4.16) 
We now establish (4.16). Fix x1 and x2 in B(xO, ro) - E. Set p = / x1 - x2 / 
and B, = B[(xl + x2)/2, 2~1. Also, let B,,” designate the complement of B, . 
Then 
I U(X') - +">I < j, nE I F(-~l,Y)l MY) + 
0 





I F(xl, Y> - e2, Y)I 4(Y)- 
But B, C B(d, 3~) C B(xO, 7r,), and we obtain from (4.1) and (4.11) that the 
first integral on the right-hand side of the inequality in (4.17) is majorized by 
Y~(~P)~-~cL[B(~, 3p)l + (N - 2) y1 jr p[W, ~)l+~dr. (4.18) 
From (4.8) and (4.9) we in turn obtain that the sum in (4.18) IS majorrzed by 
[l + (N - 2)/+dapa. (4.19) 
Since a similar calculation holds for the second integral on the right-hand 
side of the inequality in (4.17), we have from (4.17) and (4.19) that 
1 24(x’) - u(x”)I < y3 1 xl - x2 la + 
s B,‘nE 
I W, Y) - F(x2> Y)I 44% 
(4.20) 
where 7s is a constant independent of x1 and x2 in B(xO, ro) - E. 
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Next, using the mean-value theorem, we see that for each y in BOG n E, 
there is an x on the line segment determined by x1 and x2 such that 
I F(xl, Y) - Q2,Y)l < p f I8c,(% Y)l. (4.21) 
j=l 
The x in (4.21) is such that 
3p/2 G I 2 - Y 1 and IX--y1 <2r,. (4.22) 
It follows from (4.4), (4.22), and the proof to Weyl’s lemma [7, pp. 199-2041 
that F(x, y) as a function of x is in Cs+s/2[B(%, 1 x - y l/2)] and that 
d%%(zz, y) = 0 for x in B[P, 1 x - y j/2]. Also, the other conditions for 5? 
m Lemma 8 are met for x in B(0, rl) = Q, with p = S/2. Consequently, 
from Lemma 8, we have 
I Fsjx) Y)l < 2K I 3 - Y I-l zinB(~!F-r,,2) I %5 Y)I (4.23) 
for j = I,..., N where K is a constant depending on the coefficients of 2. 
If x is in B(z, / x - y l/2), x is 52 - y. Therefore from (4.6), we have that 
I qx, Y>l < YI x - y l2-N < 2 ‘--2yI x - y 12-N < 47+-2yl(x1 + x2)/2 - y 12-N. 
We conclude from (4.21) and (4.23) that there is a constant KS [independent 
of p and of x1 and x2 in B(x”, ro) - E] such that 
I W, y) - F(x2, y>l < K,pl(xl + x2)/2 - y 11-N (4.24) 
for y in Boc n E. 
From (4.8) and (4.9) in conjunction with (4.24) we have that 
s s oc nEIF(xl,~J -F(x~~Y)I~~Y) G (N - 1) KAP Jrn ~~-~dr 2P 
(4.25) 
< (N - 1) Ks~~2~-lp=/(l - a). 
Since p = / x1 - x2 1, (4.25) in conjunction with (4.20) establishes (4.16), 
and the proof of the necessary part of Theorem 1 is established. 
5. APPENDIX 
In closing, we state a theorem which was established by the Remark in 
(3.26) dealing with the connection between removable sets, pointwise 
solutions, and weak solutions for general second-order partial differential 
equations. 
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With Q = B(0, r’), 0 < Y’ < 1, let 4 be the second-order partial 
differential operator 
j.k=l 
where qk(x) is in C’(Q), b, is in Cl(&?), and c(x) is in CO(G). If 4(x) is in 
Ca(Q), we define 
We shall say u is a weak solution of MU = 0 in Q, if J-a u(x)J%‘*+(x) = 0 
for all 4 in Cm(Q) having compact support in 52. From the Remark in (3.26), 
we see that we have established the following result: 
THEOREM 2. With A given by (5.1) and ?I in C*(Q), 0 < 01 =c I, let E 
be an F,-set contained in D with A,-,+,(E) = 0. Suppose that u is in t2(x) for x 
in Q - E, and Au(x) = 0 pointwise in D - E. Then u is a weak solution of 
Au = 0 in Q. 
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